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1. In his paper [1] A. F. MoNNA proved the following Theorem. 
Let (X, d) be a complete generalized metric space. Let {Tt}, (i= 1, 2, ... ), 
be a sequence of mappings of X into itself satisfying the following con-
ditions. 
(1) There exist c and e, (c>O; 0<e<1), so that d(T,x,T,y)<.ed(x,y), 
(i= 1, 2, ... ), whenever d(x, y) .;;;;.c; 
(2) T,T1=T1Tt, (i, j=1, 2, ... ); 
(3) If xo EX then a positive integer N(xo) exists such n;;.N(x0) implies 
d(Tn+kXn, Xn) <,c, (k= 1, 2, ... ); 
Then the sequence {xn} where Xn=TnXn-1, (n= 1, 2, ... ),converges; 
and, if yo= lim Xn, lim T~cyo=yo. 
n<-oo k-+oo 
Here a generalized metric space (X, d) is a pair composed of a set X 
and a mapping d: X x X -+ [0, oo] satisfying the usual axioms for a 
metric space i.e. (a) d(x,y)=O<c>x=y, (b) d(x,y)=d(y,x), and (c) 
d(x, y)+d(y, z);;.d(x, z). 
In the present note we show that the assumptions of Monna's Theorem 
imply a considerably stronger conclusion. We prove namely the following: 
Theorem I. Let all assumptions of Monna's Theorem hold. Then 
a point y exists with the property that Tn+JcY=y, (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
2. Definition. A metric space (X, d) will be called weakly e-
chainable if together with p, q E X there exists a sequence O(p, q) = 
={p=po, p1, ... , p~c=q} C X such that d(pt, Pt-l)<.e, (i= 1, 2, ... , k). 
Proposition I. Iff :X-+ X is a mapping of the complete, weakly 
e-chainable metric space (X, d) satisfying the condition d(p, q) <,e =* d(f(p), 
f(q))<.Ad(p, q), (p, q EX; O<.A.< 1) (1} then a unique ~EX exists with 
/(~)=~. Moreover, for all x eX, {fn(x)}, (n=1, 2, ... ), converges to ~-
The proof of this Proposition which is entirely analogous to that of the 
main theorem of [ 4] is omitted. 
3. Proof of Theorem I. 
Consider an arbitrary, but fixed, xo EX; let n > N(xo) be fixed too. 
Let Y denote the set of all y E X with the property that a sequence 
89 
O(y,xn)CX exists where O(y,xn)={y=po,pl,-··•Pz=xn} with d(pt,Pt-l)<.c, 
(i = 1, 2, ... , l). Obviously Y is a closed metric subspace of X; also 
Tn+k(Y) C Y. Thus Y and Tn+k• (k= 1, 2, ... }, satisfy the assumptions of 
Proposition I. It follows that for each k a unique ;k E Y exists so that 
T n+k;k = ;k. To prove Theorem I all we have to show is that ~1 = ;2 = ... 
=;k= ... ( =y). 
Consider then Tn+k(Tn+l;k) =Tn+z(Tn+k;k) =Tn+l;k. Since Tn+l;k is 
fixed under Tn+k we have, by the uniqueness of ;k, Tn+Z;k=;k and since 
;k is fixed under Tn+l we have, by the uniqueness of ;z, ;k=;z. This 
completes' the proof of Theorem I. 
4. Remarks. 
4.1. From the above proof it follows that no other point of Y, besides 
y, can be fixed under any of the Tn+k, (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
4.2. That the common fixed point y and yo= lim Tkyo coincide is 
seen as follows : k-->-oo 
Suppose d(y, yo)= £5 > 0 and let k be large enough so as to have 
d(Tkyo, yo)<£5(1-e}- Now, since lim T~yo E Y is a fixed point, it must, 
,._,.oo 
by the uniqueness of ~k=y, coincide with y. Hence 
00 
d(y, Yo) = d( lim T~yo, Yo)< ! d(Tbo, T~- 1 yo) 
,._,.00 i-1 
<. d(Tkyo, yo) (1+e+e2 + ... ) = d(T:yo,yo) < £5 
-e 
which is impossible. This proves that d(y, yo)= 0 establishing the above 
assertion. 
4.3. We note that for Theorem I to hold the weaker form of condition 
(3) in which the existence of at least one xo is required will certainly 
suffice. 
4.4. The resemblance of MaNNA's result to the MARKOFF-KAKUTANI 
Theorem [3], [4] mentioned in [1] becomes, in view of Theorem I, a 
complete analogy. 
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